
UK market leading equipment for professional therapists



ABOUT US

WHY AFFINITY

The Affinity brand is proudly owned by Certikin International Ltd, who in  
2013 celebrated 50 years in manufacturing, and distributed through a network 
of UK and International distributors who are carefully selected for their 
expertise and professionalism.

As a leading UK brand, we pride ourselves on the research and development 
into materials, design and technology that has created the superb range of 
Affinity therapy couches that you see today. With couches suitable for a 
myriad of treatments and all budgets, we are sure there will be an Affinity 
couch for you.

With quality and reliability at the forefront of our thinking you can rest  
assured that every product is crafted to the highest of standards and carries a  
2 year warranty.

No matter what your requirements Affinity will exceed all your expectations.

Quality without compromise …

All Affinity couches continue to evolve from our understanding of what you 
as a therapist want and, more importantly, what you expect from a leading 
manufacturer. We are immensely proud of our reputation for quality, reliability, 
innovation and unquestionable value.

With comfort and well-being of client/patient our prime consideration, our 
ergonomic designs are engineered to ensure your own comfort too, with 
many innovative ideas for close work and posture support. We know that a 
comfortable therapist will always give a better treatment.

When you buy Affinity you buy with confidence.



AFFINITY SPA RANGE

Trust us to exceed your expectations.

Our Affinity couches will make therapists want to treat all day and ensure your clients come back for more.  

A bold statement but Affinity couches have evolved from our deep understanding of both therapists’ and 

clients’ needs.

The exceptional quality and comfort levels will take the treatment 
experience to new heights.

Affinity Diva SpaPro Affinity Diva Prima Affinity HelenaAffinity Classic



Affinity Comfortflex
Comfort • Feature Rich • Luxurious
Affinity Comfortflex has the versatility to be used for nearly every therapy.  Its generous padding, luxurious 
upholstery, strength and style gives the feel of a professional spa couch whilst retaining the flexibility and 
convenience of a portable. From the feet to the fabric, every detail has been taken care of to ensure you 
will never need to buy another couch.
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Grey (pictured)

White

Biscuit

Latte (pictured)

Biscuit

Specifications

Height adjustment: 26”- 32” (66 - 81cm)

Weight: 16.8kg

Set up dimensions: L 73” x W 27” (185 x 68cm) 

Materials: Hardwood, 2” Therafoam padding, PU vinyl

Static weight: 450lbs (205 kg / 32 stones) 

Warranty: 2 years

Face cradle ports: Both ends

Included: Face cradle frame and cushion, hanging arm 
sling, wheeled carry case

Specifications

Height adjustment: 26” - 32” (66 - 81cm)

Weight: 16kg

Set up dimensions: L 73” x W 27” (185 x 68cm)

Materials: Hardwood, 2.5” Therafoam padding, PU vinyl

Static weight: 450lbs (205 kg / 32 stones)

Warranty: 2 years

Face cradle ports: Both ends
Included: Face cradle frame and cushion, hanging arm 

rest, wheeled carry case

Affinity Portable Flexible
Strength • Comfort • Value
Originating in 2001, the Affinity Portable Flexible is still one of our most popular and best value massage 
couches. It is fast to set up and is of stable and strong construction. The reiki end panels allow excellent 
therapist access at either end and our superior comfort ‘Therafoam’ cushioning system offers great levels 
of client support and comfort, even during long treatments.

What our customers say

Affinity massage tables are very high 
quality. They don’t compromise on any 
feature and create beautiful, high-end 

professional massage tables.

“
”

Easigrip thumbscrew 
for swift height 
adjustment

Multiple position lifting head section

Reiki end panels for  
close seated work

Portable Couches – Wooden



Affinity Sienna
Versatile • Quality • Value
The Affinity Sienna offers a professional quality massage couch at a fantastic price. Attention to detail and 
quality construction and comfort have played an integral part in the design of this excellent couch. 

Affinity Deluxe
Comfort • Sumptuous • Luxurious
With its luxurious Affinity Therafoam comfort padding, soft-touch upholstery and ergonomic features, the 
Affinity Deluxe reaches exceptional levels in both client and therapist comfort.  

This beautiful couch ensures you have all the tools you need to provide the optimum treatment 
experience that will keep your clients coming back for more.
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Navy 

Purple (pictured)

Biscuit

Specifications

Height adjustment: 26” - 32” (66 - 81cm)

Weight: 15kg 

Set up dimensions: L 73” x W 27” (185 x 68cm) 

Materials: Hardwood, 2” Therafoam padding, PU vinyl

Static weight: 450lbs (205 kg / 32 stones)

Warranty: 2 years

Face cradle ports: Both ends
Included: Face cradle frame and cushion, hanging arm 

sling and carry case

Specifications

Height adjustment: 26” - 32” (66 - 81cm)

Weight: 16kg 

Set up dimensions: L 73” x W 27” (185 x 68cm) 

Materials: Hardwood, 2.5” Therafoam padding, PU vinyl

Static weight: 450lbs (205 kg / 32 stones)

Warranty: 2 years

Face cradle ports: Both ends
Included: Face cradle frame and cushion, arm rest shelf, 

wheeled carry case

What our customers say

Fantastic quality at a fantastic price.  
I couldn’t be more pleased with my 

choice. I was expecting a starter couch  
for training but this is first class.

“
”

What our customers say

I have been using this beautiful 
table for a year now. My clients 
absolutely love the bed itself, it’s 
so comfortable and makes them 
feel secure. The arm rest shelf 

and face cradle are excellent too.

“

”
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White

Specifications

Height adjustment: 24.4” - 32.5” (62 - 82.5cm)

Weight: 25” = 12.5kg / 28” = 14.5kg
Set up dimensions: 25” = L 73” x W 25” (185 x 63cm)  

28” = L 73” x W 28” (185 x 72cm)
Materials: Aluminium. 2” Therafoam. PU vinyl

Static weight: 450lbs (205 kg / 32 stones)

Warranty: 2 years

Face cradle ports: Both ends

Included: Carry case

Affinity Versalite
Lightweight • Robust • Comfort
Affinity Versalite sets the standard in the lightweight category and our 25” model is currently the lightest 
wooden mattress, aluminium framed couch on the market.  Although incredibly light, none of the regular 
Affinity features have been compromised, making Affinity Versalite the perfect portable partner.

Navy (pictured)

Navy

What our customers say

We teach at a number of venues and have 
to regularly transport 10 couches at a time. 
This Affinity couch’s low weight has massively 
improved both our set up time and the strain 

on our backs. Although light, it is still very much 
an Affinity and the quality is clear to see.

“

”

The Power Therapist 
Upgrade Pack can  
be added to the 
Affinity Versalite

Affinity Marlin
Strong • Light • Sleek
At just under 15kg the 25” Affinity Marlin is a truly portable couch.  With its rapid set up and easy,  
one-touch height control, the Affinity Marlin has been designed to be used and taken to the  
next appointment with the minimum of strain and difficulty for the therapist.

Featuring a sports grade Therafoam padding, rounded corners and reiki style  
end panels, this slimline couch is a firm favourite with our sports and  
medical and beauty customers.

The Power Therapist 
Upgrade Pack can  
be added to the 
Affinity Marlin

What our customers say

I have used the Marlin for over 6 months 
now for my Osteopathy home visiting 
service and am very pleased with the 
quality, ease of use and set up and of 

course value for money. I would definitely 
recommend this couch to others.

“

”
Specifications

Height adjustment: 24.4”- 32.5” (62 - 82.5cm)

Weight: 25” = 14.5kg / 28” = 16.5kg
Set up dimensions: 25” = L 73” x W 25” (185 x 63cm) 

28” = L 73” x W28” (185 x 72cm)
Materials: Aluminium. 2” semi-firm Therafoam. PVC vinyl

Static weight: 450lbs (205 kg / 32 stones) impact

Warranty: 2 years

Face cradle ports: Both ends

Included: Cary case

Portable Couches – Aluminium



Specifications

Height adjustment: 24.4” - 32.5” (62 - 82.5cm)

Weight: 15.6kg

Set up dimensions: L 73” x W 28” (narrowing to 22”)

Materials: Aluminium. 2.5” semi-firm Therafoam. PVC vinyl

Static weight: 450lbs (205 kg / 32 stones)

Warranty: 2 years

Face cradle ports: Both ends
Included: Face cradle frame and cushion, hanging arm 

rest, carry case

Specifications

Height adjustment: 24.4” - 32.5” (62 - 82.5cm)

Weight: 13.5kg

Set up dimensions: L 73” x W 28” (narrowing to 22”)

Materials: Aluminium, 2.5” semi-firm Therafoam. PVC vinyl

Static weight: 450lbs (205 kg / 32 stones)

Warranty: 2 years

Face cradle ports: Both ends
Included: Face cradle frame and cushion, hanging arm 

sling, carry case Navy Navy

What our customers say

We purchased this for acupuncture and sports 
massage treatments. We were impressed with the 
quality and it was heaven to lie on. The couch is 

perfect and surprisingly light to fold away and transport 
which is a huge plus as we regularly fly with them. 

“
”

Affinity Athlete
Access • Strong • Versatile
Affinity Athlete features an hourglass shape to allow better therapist position and access to the client.  
Featuring Affinity Therafoam sports padding, our ergonomic shaped breathe hole and face cradle frame 
with hanging arm rest, the Athlete offers superior levels of client and therapist comfort.
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Ergonomic • Robust • Lightweight
The Affinity 8 is a premium massage couch with an hourglass shape allowing superior comfort for the 
client and unrivalled access to the lumbar area for the therapist. 

Lightweight and strong, the Affinity 8 is ideal for a range of treatments such as sports massage, deep tissue 
and osteopathy. The ergonomic shape, reiki end panels and lightweight design mean easier transportation 
and superior body positioning for the therapist thereby protecting their health and income. What our customers say

This couch is both strong and 
lightweight but at the same 
time enabling me to perform 

rigorous massage therapy to the 
players. It’s portable and sets up 
within minutes, which allows me 
to move to different changing 
rooms. The players love the 
comfort and the quality - a 
great purchase all round.

“

”

Take your couch 
pitch side by adding 
Affinity Field Feet



Specifications

Height adjustment: 28” - 34” (71cm - 86cm)

Weight: 122kgs
Set up dimensions: 
(excl face cradle frame)

L 76” x W 28” (193cm x 71cm)

Materials: Hardwood, 4” Therafoam padding, PU vinyl

Lifting Capacity: 650lbs (295kg / 46.45 stones)

Warranty: 2 years

Face cradle ports: Both ends
Included: Face cradle frame with cushion, hanging arm rest, 

side arm rests, nape bolster and spa head rest

Affinity Diva Spa Pro
Sumptuous • Comfort • Robust
A very flexible, fully electric, multi-functional couch that happily lends itself to any treatment. With its 
generous, under-couch storage cabinet, our Diva Spa Pro is a wonderful investment for any professional 
spa/salon or treatment/therapy centre. For added comfort  
and convenience, the Diva Spa Pro includes a spa headrest,  
nape bolster and face cradle frame with contoured  
cushion and hanging armrest.
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Luxury • Iconic • Ergonomic
Found in treatment rooms, hospices, luxury spas, hotels and therapy centres across the world, this 
beautiful couch really does have to be seen and tried to be appreciated.  The sumptuous Affinity 
Therafoam padding, soft touch PU upholstery, bolsters, head rests and  
removable side arm rests make the client feel incredibly comfortable, safe  
and secure and the smooth European motors ensure a peaceful experience.

Offering incredible levels of height adjustment, Affinity Diva Prima can  
go almost to floor level which makes it very popular for treating  
those with mobility impairments or in chronic pain.   
As well as this, the 3 actuators can be  
controlled via a handset meaning  
you, or indeed your client,  
can be totally in control  
of positioning at all times.
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What our customers say

With such height ranges, silent, 
effortless operation and superb comfort 
levels, it has proved to be most suitable 
for all our treatments.  It goes very low 
to the ground and is brilliant for some 

of our less able bodied clients.

“

”

White

Specifications

Height adjustment: 20.5”- 38.5” (52 - 97.7cm)

Weight: 64kg

Set up dimensions: L 76” x W 28” (193 x 71cm) 

Materials: Heavy duty steel, 4” Therafoam padding, PU vinyl

Lifting Capacity: 450lbs (205kg / 32 stones)

Warranty: 2 years

Face cradle ports: Head end
Included: Face cradle frame with cushion, hanging arm rest, 

side arm rests, nape bolster and spa head rest Biscuit (pictured)Biscuit 

Electric Massage Couches



What our customers say

I am so pleased with the 
couch, it is very comfortable. 

It was ready to use 
immediately, I just needed 
to plug it in. The couch is 
used by an osteopath and 
a beauty therapist, and it 

works well for both of them.

“

”
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Comfort • Robust • Versatile
Suitable for a whole range of treatments including: sports massage, osteopathy, physiotherapy, reflexology 
and beauty treatments, the Affinity Sports Pro is an absolute power house. The sturdy power-lift base and 
locking wheels ensure stability, whilst the foot pedal height adjustment, breathe hole, face cradle and arm 
rest and manual back and knee lifts leave you in complete control of client positioning.

Designed predominantly with the sports/physio market in mind, this beautiful,  
robust, feature packed electric massage couch is a real ‘must have’ for  
your clinic/treatment centre.

Specifications

Height adjustment: 20.4” - 38.3” (52 - 97.3cm)

Weight: 70kg

Set up dimensions: L 76” x W 25” (193 x 63.5cm)
Materials: Heavy duty steel, 2” semi-firm Therafoam 

padding, PU vinyl
Lifting capacity: 450lbs (205 kg / 32 stones)

Warranty: 2 years

Face cradle ports: Both ends

Included: Face cradle frame and cushion, hanging arm rest White

Navy 

Affinity Powerlift
Comfort • Robust • Versatile
Our Affinity Powerlift is a superb 2 section electric couch featuring an ultraglide motor for smooth height 
adjustment. This slightly wider than standard couch features Affinity Therafoam comfort padding, a soft 
but durable PU upholstery, ergonomic breathe hole and face cradle attachment to ensure the most 
comfortable treatment experience for your clients.  

What our customers say

We have the Affinity Powerlift therapy 
couch to implement various therapies in our 

complementary health clinic, and are very pleased 
with it. It is easy to manipulate as needed, sturdy, 
has a good height range, great dimensions and is 
firm but comfortable. Aesthetically, it looks good, 

moreover, professional. A great purchase.

“

”
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Specifications

Height adjustment: 20.4” - 38.3” (52 - 97.3cm)

Weight: 74kg

Set up dimensions: L 76” x W 29” (193 x 73.6cm)

Materials: Heavy duty steel, 2.5” Therafoam padding, PU vinyl

Lifting capacity: 450lbs (205 kg / 32 stones)

Warranty: 2 years

Face cradle ports: Both ends

Included: Face cradle frame and cushion, hanging arm rest Navy 



Affinity Helena
Luxury • Ergonomic • Versatile
Packed with carefully thought out features and accessories, Affinity 
Helena can be considered a multi-purpose couch. Its comfort and 
aesthetics make it ideal for treatments designed for relaxation but, its 
immense strength and quality Therafoam padding mean it can also 
be confidently used for therapies where both therapist and client are 
on the couch together or for sports massage and deep tissue work. 
Add to this its generous levels of height adjustment, lifting back  
and knee rests which provide many options on client  
positioning, Affinity Helena is the perfect couch for  
most therapy businesses and really comes into  
its own in a ‘shared’ couch environment.

Specifications

Height adjustment: 23”- 36” (58 - 91cm)

Weight: 50kgs
Set up dimensions: 
(excl face cradle frame)

L 76” x W 28”  (193cm x 71cm)

Materials: Hardwood, 4” Therafoam padding, PU vinyl

Weight capacity: 43 stones / 273kg / 600bs

Warranty: 2 years

Face cradle ports: Both ends
Included: Face cradle frame with cushion, hanging arm 

rest, side arm rests
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Static Massage Couches

Biscuit (pictured)



Affinity Stellar
Robust • Versatile • Functional 
As well as its great aesthetics, the well thought out functions, generous levels of adjustment and 
exceptional build quality make our Affinity Stellar the perfect salon companion for beauty professionals.

Affinity Classic
Elegant • Sumptuous • Versatile 
Offering all the build quality and strength of the Affinity Helena, the 
Classic is a 2- section, static couch that has been designed for use  
in a number of different treatment settings such as spa, beauty,  
holistic, medical and massage. As with all Affinity couches, client  
and therapist comfort is a key factor with design and the Classic  
will exceed all expectations.
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Specifications

Height adjustment: 23”- 36” (58 - 91cm)

Weight: 45kgs
Set up dimensions: 
(excl face cradle frame):

L76” x W 28” (193 x 71cm)

Materials: Hardwood, 4” Therafoam padding, PU vinyl

Weight capacity: 43 stones / 273kg / 600bs

Warranty: 2 years

Face cradle ports: Both ends
Included: Face cradle frame with cushion and hanging 

arm rest

Specifications

Height adjustment: 24” - 30.5” (61 - 77cm)

Weight: 50kgs
Set up dimensions: Length (flat): 74-76” (188-193cm)  

Length (seated): 56” (142cm) 
Width: 24.5” (62cm)  
Width (with arm rests) 33.5” (85cm)

Materials: Steel, 4” Semi firm Therafoam padding, PU

Weight capacity: 31.5 stones / 200kgs

Warranty: 2 years
Included: Adjustable foot extenders, removable side 

arm rests, removable pillow/plug White

Black

Biscuit (pictured)



Massage To Go
The Affinity Massage To Go gives you the flexibility to treat 
on the go.  Offices, hospitals, nursing homes, shopping 
centres and even hotels are now all easily in reach.

This lightweight, ergonomically designed desk  
top system can, conveniently, be positioned on  
any flat surface.

Navy 

Affinity Puma
Affinity Puma sets the standard in style, portability, adjustment and client comfort. The generously 
proportioned sculpted cushions, Affinity Therafoam comfort padding and user friendly levels of adjustability 
make the Puma a firm favourite with therapists and clients alike.

Weight: 7kg 

Set up dimensions: 74” x 54” (188 x 138cm)

Materials: Aluminium. 2” Therafoam padding. PU vinyl

Static weight: 300lbs (136kg / 21.4 stones)

Warranty: 2 years
Included: Face cradle frame and cushion,  

sternum pad and carry case Navy 

What our customers say

My Puma has been hopping on and off 
the underground with me now for 5 years. 
I love the strap that holds the collapsed 
chair together and the size of the seat, 
knee and chest pads.  Comfy for me to 

carry and for my clients to sit on.

“

”

Caldera Stone Heater
Our commitment to ergonomic, innovative and stylish design is really apparent with our Caldera 
Stone Heater.

This beautiful, Italian designed heater features a detachable base to allow portability around the 
treatment room.  The removable silicone basket deadens the sound of the stones thus ensuring the 
peace of the treatment is not broken.

Hot Stone Set Tongs For Stone Heaters

Caldera Workstation Caldera Basket

Caldera Steamer Inlay

Onsite Massage Hot Stone Equipment



Power Therapist Upgrade Pack
The perfect upgrade
Add an extra 12” length or a new dimension in client positioning to the 
Affinity Marlin or Versalite with the Affinity Power Therapist upgrade pack.

White

Navy (pictured)

Portable Flexible Plus  
Upgrade Pack
Excellent upgrade pack
Arm rest and face cradle kit to fit the Affinity wooden couches. 
Available in biscuit, grey and white and is made to the same high 
quality standards as all Affinity products. 

Grey (pictured)

White

Biscuit

Black. Pump bottle supplied.  
26”- 52” adjustable waist band.

Single Oil Holster 3 Shelf Therapists Trolley

A generously proportioned, well built 
storage trolley with built in mag lamp holder.
Assembled: W63 x D50 x H80cm
Shelf size: W57 x D44cm

Extremely soft reusable cotton cradle covers.  
Pack of 4. Can be machine washed and  
tumble dried.

Face Rest Cozies

Pack of 100 disposable covers.

Breathe Hole Covers

Face cradle cover and couch pad with 
elasticated corners. Can be machine washed.

2 Piece Fleece Set

Disposable face cradle covers are  
comfortable, economical and sanitary. 
Pack of 100 disposable covers. 

Face Cradle Covers

Deluxe warmer pad for massage couches.

Thermo Electric Blanket

Brushed cotton fitted sheet, face cradle cover 
and generous top sheet.

3 Piece Sheet Set

Attaches to the end of any Affinity couch  
and holds a 20” paper roll.

Paper Towel Holder

Affinity accessoriesPortable Couch Add-ons



Affinity Body Bolster
The ultimate positioning aid
Ideal for use with the Affinity couches, these body bolsters are  
the ideal accessory to make your clients feel comfortable whilst 
being treated.

Included is a face cradle, split leg bolster, 2 torso cushions and a 
carry case. 

What our customers say

We treat a lot of pregnant ladies 
and find that they benefit from the 

added comfort and security provided 
by the Affinity Body Bolster.

“
” Navy

Biscuit

Half Neck Bolster

Foam filled bolster  
measuring 33cm x15cm x 7cm 
(13” x 5.9” x 2.75”).

White Biscuit

Navy

White Biscuit

Navy

Half Round Jumbo Bolster

Foam filled bolster  
measuring 62cm x 15cm x 7cm  
(24.4” x 5.9” x 2.75”).

White Biscuit

Navy Purple

Soft Contour Bolster

Micro fibre filled bolster 
measuring 66cm x 20cm  
(26” x 7.9”).

White Biscuit

Navy Purple

Massage Table Trolley

Handy pull along table trolley.  
Folds almost flat for storing.

Wheeled Carry Case

This bag will fit a 28” wide couch. 

Replacement bags are available to fit all Affinity couches.

Horseshoe Face Cradle/Neck Cushion

Foam-filled bolster which can be used on the face 
cradle frame or as a stand-alone headrest on the couch.

Affinity accessories



Backrest Stool

This stool is very supportive. Easy to operate. Gas height 
adjustment. Excellent value and extremely comfortable.

Navy

White Biscuit

Latte Black

Saddle Stool

Extremely comfortable ergonomic design. Generous 
height adjustment. Smooth easy glide castors.

White Biscuit

Latte

Navy Black

Pedi Stool

Generous comfort padding, PU upholstery and 
easy glide castors. Handy under stool storage 
shelf. Perfect for mobile or salon use.

Biscuit

Black

Split seat to relieve pressure on back and pelvis. 
Great comfort and smooth gas height adjustment.

Split Seat Saddle Stool

Folding Stool

A handy folding stool that fits conveniently 
into the front of the Affinity carry cases. 

White Biscuit

Navy Purple

Grey

Curved Back Therapist Stool

Black

With sleek lines, great comfort and its stylish chrome 
base, a great addition to your treatment room.

Kneeling Stool

Promote ‘Active Sitting’ with our height 
adjustable kneeling stool.

Biscuit

Rolling Stool

A very comfortable, easy to operate gas height 
adjusting stool. Great value. Smooth castors.

White Biscuit

Navy Black

Affinity accessories - for the discerning professional...

Affinity accessories



Certikin International Ltd
Unit 4, Tungsten Park, Colletts Way, 

Witney, Oxfordshire, OX29 0AX, 
United Kingdom

+44 (0)1993 777770

therapy-essentials@certikin.co.uk 
www.affinityequipment.co.uk

UK market leading equipment for professional therapists


